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CHAPTER TEN 

Truth and the Visual Field 

BARRY SM ITH 

In this study I use the tools of mereotopology (the theory of parts, wholes, 
and boundaries) to work out the implications of certain analogies between 
the "ecological psychology" of J. J. Gibson and the phenomenology of 
Edmund Husserl. I present an ontological theory of spatia l boundaries and 
spatially extended entities. By reference to examples from geography I show 
that both boundaries and extended entities fall into two broad catego
ries: those which exist independently of our cognitive acts (for example, the 
planet Earth, its exterior surface); and those which exist only by virtue of 
such acts (for example: the International Date Line, the stare of Wyoming). 
The visual field , too, can be conceived as an example of an extended entity 
that is dependent in the sense at issue. I here argue that we can extend this 
analogy by postulating entities that would stand to true judgments as the 
visual fie ld stands to acts of visual perception. Such a "judgment field" can 
then be defined as that complex extended entity which comprehends all en
tities that are relevant to the truth of a given (true) judgment. The work of 
cognitive linguists such as Leonard Talmy and Ronald Langacker, when 
properly interpreted, can be shown to yield a detailed account of the struc
tures of the judgment fields corresponding to sentences of different sorts. 
Such an account can serve as the basis for a new sort of correspondence
theoretic definition of truth for sentences in a natural language. 

PREAMBLE: GIBSON AND PHENOMENOLOGY 

This study is part of a larger projec t designed to exploit the ecological psy
chology of J. J. Gibson to yield a new, naturalized interpretation of Husserl
ian phenomenology. The world, as Gibson points out, is a complex hierar
chy of internested levels: molecules are nested within cells, cells are nested 
within leaves, leaves are nested within trees, trees are nested within forests 
(Gibson 1979: ror). Each type of organism is tuned in its behavior to enti 
ties on a specific level of granularity within this complex hierarchy, to enti
ties which together form what Gibson calls an "ecological niche." A niche is 
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that into which an animal fits; it is that in relation to which the animal is 
habituated in its behavior (Gibson 1979: 129). A niche embraces not only 
objects of different sorts, but also shapes, colors, textures, tendencies, and 
boundaries (surfaces, edges, and contours), all of which are organized in 
such a way that they enjoy affordance-character for the animal in question. 
That is, the given features of the entities in the niche motivate the organism; 
they intrude upon its life; they stimulate it in a wide range of different though 
characteristically understa ndable and fam iliar ways . The niche shared by all 
human beings-called by Husserl the "life-world"-is thus such that its ba
sic organizing features are intrinsically comprehensible to the human organ
ism (yielding what Husserl call s the "a priori of the life-world") . These ba
sic organizing features include simple geometr ical and topological relations 
and relations of identity, part, and whole, as well as relations between qual
ities of different sorts (B. Smith and Varzi, in press [a]). 

According to Gibson, human beings, like other animals, are integrated 
into the world order via their perceptions and actions in virtue of the fact 
that these perceptions and actions are pre-tuned to the characteristic shapes 
and qualities and patterns of behavior of the respective environments. In 
the case of human beings this mutual embranglement is extended further 
through cultural phenomena, above all through language and its associated 
institutions. To learn a language is in part also to extend the range of objects 
in relation to which we are able spontaneously to adjust our behavior. Just 
as our experiences of objects of perception in our everyday environment are 
characteristically and for the most part not subject to deliberation, so our 
experience of the words of a language we thoroughly understand is sponta
neously bound together completely with our grasping of the associated 
meanings and thereby also with our being spontaneously directed toward 
corresponding objects in the world. 

The concept of niche can be extended and genera lized beyond the basic 
level of the life-world of common sense in other ways as well. A humanly ex
tended niche might include, for example, the interior of a cockpit, the floor 
of a stock exchange, or the environment of a keyboard and computer screen; 
it might include a library or a highway system, or it might include the world 
of a scientific theory or of some other specialist activity (for example, of 
measuring or legislating) in which a human being feels at home. For as Gib
son himself intimated, and as Husserl argued in detail in the second book of 
his Ideas (see also the extremely provocative Katz 1987), the activity of sci
entific theorizing on the part of different specialist sciences can be compa red 
in important respects to the behavior of animals and humans in their respec
tive natura l environments . There is a deep-rooted ana logy between the re
lationship of animal or human behavior to niche or life-world on the one 
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hand, and the relationship of the scientist (or a specialist community of sci
entists) to the corresponding scientific subject matter on the other. 

The basic axiom of Husserl's constitutive phenomenology is this: that all 
objects refer back to corresponding acts in which they are (or can be) given. 
All entities, on whatever level, are correlates of corresponding acts, and each 
subject is directed in its acts toward a corresponding world of correlates: "As 
person I am what I am (and each other person is what he is) as subject of a 
surrounding world. The concepts of ego and surrounding world are related 
to one another inseparably" (ldeen II, §so) . The world of common sense is 
the accomplishment of a community of persons recognizing one another (or 
better: taking one another for granted) as being in agreement. The things of 
the commonsense world are direct correlates not of abstract, theoretical 
experiences, but of intuitive experiences; they are "things we see, grasp, and 
touch, just as we, and other people, see them, grasp them, etc. " (Jdeen II 
§62; see also B. Smith 1995). 

From the basic axiom it follows that physical things, too, can be noth
ing other than the correlates of certain acts, namely of the theoretical acts 
of physicists. Physical nature is then for Husserl the common "surrounding 
world" of physic ists, precisely as they know of it in their theories and con
ceived as infinitely extended in perfect regularity. Other such special "sur
rounding worlds" can be distinguished also. Thus, for example, there are the 
worlds of mathematical or legal objects, of financial instruments, of chess, 
and so on. Each such rea lm of objects is, from Husserl's point of view, an in
terpersonal, cultural accomplishment, presupposing a certain association of 
human beings. It is a product of "constitution. " 

The Gibsonian perspective has obvious implications for our ,understand
ing of the theories of the life-world (or of Umwelt or "bodily space") put for
ward, not only by Husserl, but also by Scheler, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, 
and other phenomenologists in their various writings. This same perspective 
yields also, however, a radically new, realist interpretation of Husserl's "con
stitutive phenomenology": for constitution is not, from the Gibsonian point 
of view, the creation of a new domain of entities in some spurious "tran
scendent" realm: rather, it is the carving out of a new sort of niche from 
within the already existing surrounding world of the relevant subject or spe
cialist community (B. Smith, forthcoming). 

The Gibsonian perspective has implications also for our understanding of 
the relation of individual acts to their corresponding objective correlates. 
Thus consider once again the analogy between the relationship of animal or 
human behavior to niche on the one hand, and the relationship of the spe
cialist community of scientists to its corresponding scientific subject matter 
on the other. This same analogy can be applied not merely to global behav-
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ior-patterns but also to specific acts: an act of visual perception stands to a 
visua l field as an act of (true) judgment stands to a fact or state of affairs. I 
devote the bulk of what follows to working out some of the implications of 
this latter analogy. 

I. TYPES OF BOU NDARIES 

We most commonly demarcate reality along what we might call natural or 
bona fide boundaries. The most prominent (and most sa lient ) examples of 
such natural boundaries are the outer boundaries of ob jec ts in space and 
processes in time. Such natural boundaries are boundaries in the things 
themselves. They would exist even in the absence of all articu lating activity 
on our part. The natural boundary of you is (roughly speaking) the surface 
of your skin. 

We can also recognize internal natural boundaries-for example, the 
boundaries around your heart, lungs, and other organs. But we can recog
nize unnatural boundaries as we ll, that is to say, boundaries , both internal 
and external, which correspond to no genuine heterogeneity (natural ar
ticul ations ) on the side of the bounded entities themselves. The boundary 
of Utah corresponds to no local physical discontinuity, and to no qualita
tive heterogeneity (of material constitution, color, texrure, etc.) in the world 
itself. 

Let us call inner and outer boundaries of this second sort fiat boundaries, 
a terminology that is designed to draw attention to the sense in which 
the latter owe their existence to acts of human decision or fiat or to cogni
tive phenomena of assoc iated sorts (B. Smith 1994; B. Smith and Varzi, in 
press [b]). The plausibility of extending our ontology by acknowledging fiat 
boundaries in this way lies first of all in the fact that a ll of the standard dis
tinctions we can make between types of natural boundaries can be straight
forwardly applied to their fiat counterparts as well. Thus we can distinguish 
between natural and fiat boundaries of different numbers of dimensions: 
the equator, like the edge of this table, is a one-dimensional boundary; the 
North Pole, like the corner of this table, is a zero-dimensional boundary. We 
can distinguish between complete and incomplete boundaries, whether nat
ural or fi at: the Western Front (anno 1916) and the boundary between 
France and Germany are examples of incomplete fiat boundaries, in the 
sense that they do not of themselves serve to demarcate any object in the way 
in which this is done, for example, by the equator (which demarcates the two 
hemispherical surfaces of the Earth) and by the boundary of my body (which 
demarcates the corporeal me). We can similarly distingu ish between endur-
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ing and transient natural and fiat boundaries : the Western Front, again, is an 
example of a transient fiat boundary, the boundary of Iceland (modulo the 
movement of tides ) is an example of a (re latively) enduring fiat boundary, 
and the boundaries of this cloud and of that stone are transient and enduring 
natural boundaries, respectively. We can distinguish equally between crisp 
and fuzzy natural and fiat boundaries: the equator is crisp and the product 
of fiat; the boundary of this cone of light is crisp but exists as part of the 
natural world; the boundary of Asia is fuzzy but it is still (we can suppose) 
a product of fiat; the boundary of the polar ice cap is likewise fuzzy but a 
product of nature. Deserts, valleys, dunes, and so on, are delineated not by 
cri sp outer boundaries but rather by boundary-like regions that are to some 
degree indeterminate (Cohn and Gotts 1994). Most peninsular objects (in
cluding fingers, hands, arms) are characterized likewise by the possession of 
indeterminate boundaries in the area where they abut their larger hosts. (We 
leave to one side here the question whether, as quantum physics seems to 

suggest, there is an additional type of boundary indeterminacy that pertains 
to all material objects given in our normal experience.) 

2. FIAT OBJECTS 

Once fiat boundaries have been recognized, then it becomes clear that the 
opposition between bona fide and fiat can be drawn in relation to objects 
also (B. Smith 1994) . Fiat objects are those objects which exist only by vir
tue of the fact that some corresponding (complete ) fiat boundary has come 
to be drawn. Examples of genuine objects are you and me, the planet Earth. 
Examples of fi at objects are all geogra phical entities-Dade County, Flor
ida, the Un ited States, the Northern Hemisphere-which are demarcated in 
ways that do not, or do not everywhere, respect qualitative differentiations 
or spatiotemporal discontinuities in the underlying territory. And then, not 
the least important reason for admitting fiat objects into our general ontol
ogy turns on the fact that most of us live in one (or in what turns out to be 
a nested hierarchy of such objects). 

Clearly, most geographical fiat objects will have boundaries that involve 
a combination of bona fide and fiat elements: the shores of the North Sea are 
bona fide bound aries, not, however, its boundaries at those points where it 
abuts the Atlantic. The Western Front was built out of bona fide stretches, 
where opposing armies faced off against each other in more or less linear 
fashion, knitted together by interspersed fiat stretches, generated algorith
mically, by joining up the dots (roughly: a front line is the shortest distance 
transecting the region separating two neighboring but opposed infantry 
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companies). We might in ligh t of this example distinguish between the 
following: 

r . Fiat boundaries, every portion of which is laid down by expl icit human 
fiat (for example, by treaty, or by drawing lines on a map) 

2. Fiat boundaries, stretches of which are determined in whole or in part in 
relation to natural boundaries (or to preexisting fiat boundaries) on the 
basis of geometrical algorithms (most determinati ons effected by bound
ary commissions are of this sort, for example, when a boundary is speci
fied as lying in rhe middle of a river bed} 

3. Fiat boundaries determined algorithmically not in relation to boundaries 
bur in relation to other, real properties of the underlying subject matter: 
the boundaries depicted in dialect and electoral atlases are of this sort, 
as are the transient boundaries depicted in weather maps 

3 . F IAT BOUNDARIES AS C R EATED ENTITIES 

W hat begins as a fiat geographical boundary may evolve over time into a 
natura l boundary, reflecting not merely new features of the landscape but 
a lso differences in the language or dialect or trading habits of those who live 
on either side- all of which suggests that we develop a view of geographical 
boundaries as created entities, entities subject to the vagaries of history. Thus 
fiat boundaries seem to have a beginning in time, and geographical bound
aries in general are such as to instantiate one of a number of characteristic 
patterns of boundary evolution (Prescott 1978). 

Against this, however, is an alternative view according to which spatial 
boundaries are merely abstract mathematical constructions and are thus not 
the sorts of things that can be subject to historical change. Boundaries are 
not created, on the given view, but discovered or picked ou t from the infinite 
totality of all geometrically possible alternative ways of dividing up (say) the 
surface of the earth. Utah, on the given reading, existed long before its 
boundaries were first picked out by the responsible administrators, and 
it may similarly continue to exist for long after human beings have ceased to 
occupy this planet. 

Are fiat boundaries, and the fiat objects they circumscribe, discovered or 
created? The former view has in its favor the virtue of ontological parsi
mony: only one sort of boundary needs to be admitted into our ontology, 
where on the latter view we should have to admit in addition to purely geo
metrical boundaries also certain historically determined boundaries that co
incide with these. An argument in favor of the existence of historically cre
ated boundaries can however be formulated as follows. We note, first of all, 
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that "Hamburg" is an ambiguous term, standing on the one hand for acer
tain city (Hamburg-Stadt) and on the other hand for a certain administra
tive entity (Hamburg-Land), which is one of the constituent Lander (stares, 
cantons) of the German Federal Republic. Hamburg-Stadt and Hamburg
Land are distinct entities, which happen to coincide spatially. On the geo
metrical account of boundaries (boundaries are discovered, not created) 
Hamburg-Stadt and Hamburg-Land have identical boundaries; on the alter
native, historical reading, they have boundaries which are distinct from each 
other and from the underlying geometr ical boundaries, even though all three 
sets of boundaries happen to coincide spatially. 

\Vhy on earth, now, should we not embrace the more parsimonious read
inu and save ourselves the embarrassment of, in this case, three complete sets b 

of boundaries in the very same place? The answer to this question turns 
on the possibility of divergent histories. The boundary of Hamburg-Stadt 
might, after all, have lain elsewhere. Each geometrically determined bound
ary is, however, as a matter of necessity exactly where it is. If, therefore, the 
boundary h of Hamburg-Stadt were identical to (and not merely contin 
genrly such as to coincide with) a certain geometrical boundary, then we 
should have to swallow the simultaneous truth of (r) b could have lain else
where and (2) b is as a matter of necessity exactly where it is. 

One must reject the temptation to suppose that we are confronted here 
with a mere verbal dispute, which could be resolved by some alternative 
choice of words. For consider the in-many-ways-analogous case of Bremen. 
"Bremen," too, is ambiguous; it refers on the one hand to a certain city, 
and on the other to a certain Land. In this case, however, the boundaries 
of Bremen-Stadt and -Land do not coincide. And of course something anal
ogous might hold in the case of Hamburg, too: it would be an administra
tive act of no great difficulty to bring it about that, as of tomorrow, the 
boundaries of Hamburg-Stadt and -Land should likewise be distinct or be, 
in however subtle a fas hion, differently defined. This implies, however, that 
already today we are dealing with entities that could have distinct histories, 
and this is possible only if the entities themselves are already distinct. 

4. FIAT OBJECTS IN PERCEPT IO N 

Geographical boundaries such as those of H amburg-Stadt and -Land are, if 
the argument above can be accepted, human creations that are subject to the 
vagaries of history. It is as if, through the evolution of our political and ad
ministrative and legal practices and through practices relating to property 
law, new boundaries come to be inscribed in reality in addition to the nat-
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ural boundaries in relation to w hich these supernumerary fia t boundaries are 
constructed and in terms of which they are defined. As will already have 
become clear from some of the examples mentioned above, however, we are 
confronted in our everyday experience also with a great wealth of such su
pernumerary boundaries of a more transient sort, boundaries created by our 
acts of perception and by hum an cognitive processes of o ther sorts. Imagine, 
for example, that I am outdoors on a clear day looking our over the land 
scape . One prominent objec t in the visua l field hereby determined is my pres
ent horizon, a transient and incomplete and roughly linea r boundary be
tween ea rth and sky, whose existence and nature are dete rmined not by any 
simple act of decision or fiat on my part but by my very existence as a visu
a lly perceiving sub ject in a given location at a given time, as also by the peri
metric properties of my visual system, by topographica l fea tures of the loca
tion, and by the laws of optics. Note, however, that even in this case there is 
a residu al element of human decision at work , namely, the decision on my 
pa rt to turn my hea d in a given direction at a given moment. 

The horizon is a component object of the visual fi eld, and the latter may 
be defined, with Ewald Hering, " as the totali ty of real ob jects imaged at a 
given moment on the retina of the right or left eye" ( 1964: 226 ). Let us as
su me th at the eye sees in normal fashion, that it is not momentari ly startled, 
and that there are no tricks, mirrors, or specia l equipment, and no clouds, 
fog, sta ined glass, or the like, in its way of seeing given objects . The depic
tions of the visual fie ld provided by Ernst M ach (1959: r9; see Figure 10.r ) 

and by Gibson ( 1979: II 8f.) tell us that the objects making up the vi
sual field acco rding to Hering's definition are primaril y th e surfaces of three
dimen sional entities (the surfaces of walls, trousers, bookends, etc.). Jn fact 
we can distinguish three sorts of component objec t: (I) two-dimensional sur
faces (with their own intrinsic curvature in three-dimensional space) ; ( z. ) the 
boundaries of these two-dimensional surfaces (both one-dimensional edges 
and zero-dimensional vertices; both fiat and natural boundaries: the horizon 
is an example of a one-dimensional fiat boundary in the in terior of the visual 
field ); and ( 3) the one-dimensional psycho logica lly induced fiat outer bound
ary of the visual field itself. The boundary of the visua l field is a complex, 
su btl e, ever-changing and gappy patchwork of physica l surfaces and other 
compon ents. The patchwork is "open," topologica lly speaking: its extern a l 
bound ary is not a pa rt of the visual field itself (as death is not an event in 
life). The patchwork is organized further in terms of an oppositi on between 
entities (" fi gures") in the foc us of attention , which characteri stica lly mani 
fest determinate boundaries, and entities which have indeterminate bound
aries and which are experienced as running on (as "ground") behind them. 
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FIG UR E I 0 . I. The visu,11 field. {Mach r959) 

5. LAN GUA GE - GE N ERAT ED F I AT OBJ ECT S 

A further important class of transient fiat boundaries are those effected 
through our everyday use of natural language. As Talmy puts it, drawing at
tention to a hitherto insufficiently studied analogy between the articulations 
effected by the descriptive use of language and those effected by acts of vi
sual perception: " Linguistic forms can direct the distribution of one's atten
tion over a referent scene in a certain type of pattern, the placement of one 
or more windows of greatest attention over the scene, in a process that can 
be termed the windowing of attention" (199 6: 236 ). Common to all such 
processes is the determination of a boundary, which might be a sharp line or 
a gradient zone, and whose particular scope and contour-hence, the par
ticula r quanti ty and portions of material that it encloses-can be seen to 

vary from context to context. 
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The c haracteri stics of such bound aries arc described by Tai my as follows: 

first, the material enclosed within the boundary is felt to constitute ,1 uniLir\, 
coherent conceptual entity distinct from the ma te rial outside the houndarv. 
Second, there seems to be some sense of conn ect ivity throughout the materi,1 I 
enclosed within the boundary and, contrariwise, some senSl' of disconrinuitv 
or disjuncture across the boundary ht'twcen the enclosed ,rnd extc rn ,11 mm~
ria l. Third, the va rious po rti ons of the material within the houndarv :ire felt to 

be co-relevant to each other, whereas the materi al outside the bou1~darv is not 
relevant to tha t within. CE1lmy 1996: 240; compare the ch,n:Ktcri stic~ of the 
eco log ical niche as set forth in B. Smith and Varzi, in press I blJ 

As 1:1lmy and Langacker have shown in great detail, an d as the phcnom 

en olog ist Johannes Daubert emphasi zed in the ''delineationist" ontology of 

sta tes of affa irs he developed in the early years of the twenti eth centur y 

(Schuhmann and Smith 1987 ), the very same material can he subj ect to suc h 

windowing or profiling in different ways, amounting, in our terms, to the in 

sc ription within one a nd the same whole of internal fiat bounda rv-s trucrurcs 

of different sorts . Thus to take one very simple examp le, the v;ry same ro

ra litv of objects and processes is windowed in different wavs hv "Blood 

flowed from hi s nose " and "He was bleeding from the nose." . , 

The thesis that the windowing effected through a complete lin guis t ic act 

is a matter of the drawing of a topologically complete fiat bounda ry around 

a give n portion of worldl y m ater ial then allows us to deve lop a sort of topo

log ica l gramma r, cl grammar that exploits the form;1I tools of the topolo

g ist (more preci se ly: of the rnereotopologist; see Simons 1987, Varzi 1994, 

B. Smith 1996, and B. Smith and Varzi, in press /aJ), in giving an ;1ccount of 

the wa ys in whic h, through lang uage, we e ffect svstc marica ll v differrnt sorts 

of windowing or profiling of reality (o r fail in ~he attempt ). ·rhu s, for ex

ample, we can assoc iate different sorts of incompl ete o r synca tegorcmatic 

expressions ("John caused .. . ," "Joh n closed . .. ,'' "Jo hn ... quickly," and 

so on ) with different sorts of incompleteness on the sid e of the cor respond 

ing fiat boundari es. There are then incom plete boundaries, analogous to the 

geograp hica l cases of incom pleteness prcvioush· refe rred to , in the ling uistic 
sphere as well. 

A further type of articularion, in some sen se complementary to rhc addi 

tion of fiat boundaries within the interiors of objects, a ri ses where bona fide 

interior pa rt-structure is as it were st ripped <l way, as occurs , for exa mpl e, 

when an extended entin· with genuine interior boundaries is treated as if it 

we re a homogeneous whole. One va ri ety of thi s phenomenon in the linguis

tic sphere might be called fiat conrinuitv, which occurs where natural lan

g uage sanctions the use of mass terms ("water," "sugar," "luggage") to re-
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fer to entities that are in fact m ade up of discrete units in such a way that 

the y come to be treated as continuous. It is here th at we encounter the gran

ularity that is characteristic of a ll phenomena of natural cognition: only 

those extended parts of objects and processes which enjoy a certain minimal 

extent come to be counted as parts within natural language fiat articulations. 

(See Ojeda 1993 and Habel r 994.) 

There is one important difference between the views of Daubert on 

th e w indowing of language, and those of Talmy and Langackcr, however. 

Daubert very c learly saw the boundaries in question-by analogy with the 

geograp hica l case-as boundaries in rea lity, although generated by huma n 

fiat. In this he was struggling against the "constitutive phenomenology" of 

hi s master Husse rl (Schu hmann and Smith 1985 ). Tai my and Langacker, in 

contrast, with their talk of "conceptual boundaries," of '' boundaries in con

ceptual reality," of boundaries i11 "o ur concept of reality," and so on, seem 

un clea r whethe r language- induced bound ar ies would be drawn within the 

mind o r in exterio r reality or in some other not c lea rly spec ified " conceptual 

realm.'' The motivation for this unclarity is understandable: it derives from 

the desire ro develop a theory of linguistic usage that would apply equally to 

a ll the myriad different so rts of objects to w hich our sentences relate. Thus 

as Lrng<ickcr poi nts out: 

We arc capa ble of c:o11 structing conceptual wo rlds of arbitrary complexity in 
volving cnr itics ;UH.I phenome11:1 th,1t ha ve no direct counterpa rt in pe ripheral ly 
co11nectcd expe rience. Such ,ire the worlds of dreams, stories, mythology, 
mathematics, predictions about the future, fli ghts of the imaginJtion, and lin 
guistic theories. All of us hJvc constructed ma ny conceptual worlds that differ 
in genre, complexity, convent io na lit y, abstractness, degree of cntrenchmenr, 
and so on. For man y linguistic purposes ;11! of these wo rlds are on a par with 
the one we distinguish as "reali ty." ( 1987/199 1, 1: 1 13) 

Note, howeve r, that constructing t hese wo rlds is not comparable to what 

som e might argue is the most important of all lingu istic purposes, namely 

that of giving an account of how, through la ngua ge, human beings are able 

to become re lated ro periphera lly connected reality at a ll. Note, further, that 

if rea lity (or w hat Langackcr ca lls "rea lity") is rega rded as a mere con

structed world, then one runs the risk of flouting our normal distinction be

tween objects and concepts (for example between rabbits and our concepts 

of rabbits), with much confusion as its consequence: 

A person's conception of reality is itself a conceptual world that is buil t up 
from pe ripherall y connected experience through complex sequences of mental 
ope rations. \'Ve construct our conception of the " re o:d world" bit by bit, stage 
by st:igc, from myriad and multifarious sensory and motor experiences .... It 
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is our conception of reality (not the real world per se) that is relevant to lin

guistic semantics. (r987/r991, r: 114) 

In the eyes of the cognitive linguist, it would seem, our natural language sen
tences about rabbits are not about rabbits (per se) at all; rather they are 
about conceptual rabbits that we ourselves have constructed bit by bit. The 
whole thrust of cognitive grammar a la Talmy and Langacker is unfortu
nately to minimize in this fashion the ontologically crucial differences be
tween human concepts and reality. 

6. TRUTH 

What I now want to claim is that the construction of transient sentence
generated fiat boundaries of the sort described by Daubert, boundaries in 
reality, is pervasively involved in all descriptive statement-making uses of 
language, that there are transient fiat boundaries in the judgmental sphere 
analogous to the transient boundaries of visual fields associated with acts of 
visual perception. In this connection it is important to bear in mind that 
truth for empirical sentences has classically been understood in terms of a 
correspondence relation (that is to say, of some sort of isomorphism) be
tween a judgment or an assertion on the one hand and a certain portion of 
reality on the other. The central difficulty standing in the way of this classi
cal theory turned always on the fact that reality evidently does not come 
ready-parceled into judgment-shaped portions of the sort that would be pre
disposed to stand in relations of correspondence of the suggested sort. The 
theory of language-induced fiat boundaries can, however, allow us to treat 
judgment itself as a way to draw fiat boundaries around entities in reality of 
the appropriate (truth-making) sort. In this fashion it yields a way of putting 
the world back into semantics, or of anchoring true judgment to a reality of 
exactly the sort required by the correspondence theory (Smith r 99 3). 

Let us define the judgment field as a portion of reality, a fiat object, that 
is demarcated by the transient fiat boundary associated with a given true em
pirical judgment. A judgment field is then a certain region of reality through 
and around which the relevant judgmental fiat boundary is drawn. As such 
it exists in and of itself, regardless of our judging activity. The judgment 
field-called by Daubert the state of affairs or Sachverhalt-is, however, 
also in a certain sense dependent on our judgment. For in the absence of the 
judging activity, an entity of the given sort would in no way be demarcated 
from its surroundings, nor would it have the internal demarcation-structure 
which it comes to have by virtue of the sentence forms employed. In this way, 

Truth and the Visual Field 

then, cognitive linguistics can replace its confused notion of conceptual re
ality with the geographer's notion of reality as subject to fiat articulations. It 
will then be in a position to exploit its remarkably sophisticated resources 
for the analysis of the grammatical structures at work in natural language in 
order to produce a truly adequate account of truth for natural language in 
correspondence-theoretic terms. 




